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\caption{CoVR is a physical column mounted on a 2D Cartesian ceiling robot to provide strong kinesthetic feedback (> 100N) in a room-scale VR arena. The column panels are interchangeable and its movements can safely reach any location in the VR arena thanks to XY displacements and trajectory generations avoiding collisions with the user. When CoVR is static, it can resist to body-scaled users’ actions, such as (A) users pushing on a static tangible rigid wall with a high force or (B) leaning on it; When CoVR is dynamic, it can act on users. (C) CoVR can pull the users to provide large force-feedback or even (D) transport the users.}
\end{figure}

**ABSTRACT**

We present CoVR, a novel robotic interface providing strong kinesthetic feedback (100 N) in a room-scale VR arena. It consists of a physical column mounted on a 2D Cartesian ceiling robot (XY displacements) with the capacity of (1) resisting to body-scaled users’ actions such as pushing or leaning; (2) acting on the users by pulling or transporting them as well as (3) carrying multiple potentially heavy objects (up to 80kg) that users can freely manipulate or make interact with each other. We describe its implementation and define a trajectory generation algorithm based on a novel user intention model to support non-deterministic scenarios, where the users are free to interact with any virtual object of interest with no regards to the scenarios’ progress. A technical evaluation and a user study demonstrate the feasibility and usability of CoVR, as well as the relevance of whole-body interactions involving strong forces, such as being pulled through or transported.
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**INTRODUCTION**

While visual and auditory displays in Virtual Reality (VR) have reached a level where the produced stimuli are quite convincing, haptic technology is still poor compared to the rich ways humans can interact with their environment. Multiple directions have been envisioned to enhance the users’ haptic experiences in VR, through hand-held controllers or wearables simulating the environment [22, 11], or through the direct manipulation of passive props [37, 14].

In these regards, McNeely introduced Robotic Graphics and more specifically Robotic Shape Displays (RSD) [45] in 1993 as a concept for providing force-feedback in VR. It explores the use of a robotic interface in the VR arena to provide haptic experiences, while the user remains unencumbered (no wearables, no controllers) [67]. It aims to stay out of reach when no interaction is required, and to displace passive props to dynamically overlay virtual ones otherwise.

Multiple expanding fields such as Gaming, Training or Simulation could benefit from this concept. Several approaches have already been conducted to instantiate it, from human actuators [19] to drones [5]. However, they often suffer from several technical trade-offs (e.g. cost, real workspace, embedded mass, speed, accuracy) that grow into interaction challenges (e.g. locomotion whole body interaction, force-feedback, free manipulation of multiple props).

In this paper, we propose CoVR\textsuperscript{1}, a novel Robotic Shape Display providing whole-body interactions and strong force feedback.

\textsuperscript{1}CoVR, pronounced "Cover", stands for a Column in VR which physically covers for virtual objects
feedback in room-scale arenas. We detail our approach from three complementary perspectives:

From a mechanical perspective, CoVR is a 2D Cartesian ceiling robot, carrying a column. With only two single degrees of freedom (XY displacements), CoVR is a large-scale grounded robot which exhibits notable mechanical capabilities: high lateral and vertical force feedback and perceived stiffness (over 100 N) and load capabilities (over 80 kg). It hence can transport a variety of potentially heavy props and objects to stand in for their virtual counterparts. We demonstrate that our implementation is fast (over 1.0 m/s) and accurate (under 2 cm in a 30 m³ arena).

From a software perspective, while it is easy to control Cartesian robots as they only rely on XY displacements, defining the robot target positions can be challenging. The system has to predict where the next interaction will occur, while avoiding the user for unexpected collisions. We thus elaborate a user intention model to make CoVR always available prior to the users’ interactions, even in non-deterministic scenarios, i.e. where users are free to interact with any virtual object of interest with no regards to the scenarios’ progress. Given the position and orientation of the user as well as the objects of interest’s, the model estimates the best positions for the robot and its optimal trajectories to reach an object of interest while respecting safety constraints (e.g. safe-zones around the user).

A technical evaluation demonstrates that (1) user intentions can be captured using available data from a single HMD with no additional apparatus in a room-scale VR arena and that (2) our system successfully reaches targets prior to interactions in most of non-deterministic scenarios with randomly distributed targets and distractors.

From the interaction perspective, CoVR offers (1) body-scaled interactions such as leaning or pushing involving strong forces with a static column (Figure 1 - A, B), or (2) dynamic interactions such as being pulled through by large traction forces (Figure 1 - C). CoVR can displace over 80kg of embedded mass, which enables (3) interactions with potentially heavy objects that users can freely manipulate but also (4) transport of the users themselves (Figure 1 - D).

We report on a user study demonstrating (1) the robustness of both CoVR mechanical and software implementations, (2) the benefits of a robotic interface providing body-scale interactions and strong forces and (3) in particular "being transported", which was the favourite one.

RELATED WORK
Approaches to provide physical interactions in virtual reality are to either simulate physical objects or to exploit the ones available from the environment. CoVR is part of a hybrid approach, which uses robotic devices to displace or render physical objects.

Simulating physical objects
Several devices have been proposed to simulate physical objects in VR, with a trade-off between the quality of the haptic rendering, especially kinesthetic feedback and the workspace size [53]. These devices are usually limited to desktop usage [27, 23] but can render high quality kinesthetic feedback (over 30N) [53]. Most of these solutions provide stimulation at the scale of the hand without any regards concerning whole-body interactions. To widen the workspace, alternatives attach the device to mobile platforms [41, 24, 52, 48, 25, 40, 26, 25], which remain slow and require to be held continuously whilst moving (which is opposed to Krueger’s postulate to develop unencumbered artificial realities [67]).

In contrast, several low-cost haptic devices have been proposed in HCI. Typically, wearable or hand-held devices [4, 1, 44, 8, 11, 68, 21, 61, 31, 57, 42, 22, 6, 20] are naturally compatible with large environments. They can simulate various haptic features (weight, stiffness, shape, texture) on different body parts. However, they provide limited kinesthetic feedback and they need to be held continuously.

Exploiting physical objects
The second approach exploits directly physical objects placed in the VR arena, following Insko’s postulate that passive props enhance virtual environments [37]. For instance, one solution is for each virtual object to annex a physical object with similar properties in the VR arena [32]. Another solution is to use human actuators [19] who execute a subtle choreography to move the physical objects at the right place and time. The choreography is rather costly and time-consuming. Some solutions aim to reduce the number of human actuators to move physical objects by using other users [17, 16] or even the users themselves [15] at the cost of reducing the number of interactive features.

Robotic Shape Displays
The concept of Robotic Shape Displays (RSD) [45] focuses on the mobile, unencumbered and untethered aspect of the human [67]. It consists of using a robot to overlay virtual objects with physical props. We distinguish the robotic system (hardware) from their trajectory generation algorithms (software):

Robotic system. Recently, several classes of prototypes aimed to instantiate the original Robotic Shape Display concept by displacing objects [58, 5, 30, 38, 36] or simulating them [56] to meet the users without impairing their movements.

Drones can transport objects that users can explore [70, 39, 33] or manipulate [5] in a theoretically unlimited workspace (in practice, the workspace is limited to 2.5 m² because of technical constraints). This approach only provides a small amount of force feedback as state-of-the-art drones can not resist to human actions. Moreover, this technology has several technical limitations including speed (< 0.5 ms⁻¹), accuracy (> 7 cm), autonomy and safety. Moreover, the accuracy and reliability of these systems decrease with the embedded mass of the props, which reduces the range of available scenarios with high kinesthetic feedback.

Lightweight mobile robots [30, 58, 66]) or lightweight robotic arms [7, 65, 73, 45, 69, 55, 35] provide a medium amount of force feedback, but lack an efficiency of displacements. Mobile robots are limited in speed (< 0.5 m/s) and autonomy while robotic arms are limited to desktop usage.
Only few prototypes provide a high amount of force feedback. TilePop [62] or LiftTiles[59] modify the floor topology with a large inflatable mat covering the surface of the VR arena. This provides high vertical force feedback and hence supports whole-body interactions below 1m (e.g. user sitting [74]), despite slow inflation (5s) and deflation (20s) times. Relying on a robust robotic arm such as a Kuka [38, 46], can produce a high blocking force and hence provide large kinesthetic feedback at a body-scale, in spite of its cost. This robustness obviously goes along with strong software safety considerations around the user. These prototypes do not easily scale to VR arenas and do not let users freely manipulate a wide range of props.

**Trajectory Generation.** The quality of the interaction does not only depend on the hardware implementation (e.g. speed) but also on the algorithm to generate trajectories, especially in non-deterministic scenarios. When the device does not know in advance which virtual object to physically overlay, it is thus necessary to (1) build a user intention model (e.g. [12]) to estimate what will be next object to overlay and (2) a path planning algorithm (e.g. [18]) to displace the robot to the target location without colliding obstacles. Only few of the above systems [38, 72, 73] rely on these components to support non-deterministic scenarios. However, they require multiple robots [58, 65] or specific devices (e.g. eye-tracker [12]). In contrast, we elaborate a low-computational intention model working with common HMDs.

In summary, Robotic Shape Display systems still face multiple interaction (e.g. whole body interaction, locomotion, force feedback, free manipulation of multiple props) and technical challenges (speed, accuracy, safety, price). CoVR addresses many of these challenges and focuses on providing large force-feedback (100N). CoVR supports whole-body interactions while letting users physically unencumbered. It is designed for Gaming or Training purposes in large virtual arenas (≈30m³). CoVR can carry potentially heavy physical props to match virtual objects the user is about to interact with, without sacrificing speed, accuracy, safety or price.

**DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF CoVR**

When designing our Robotic Shape Display, CoVR, we primarily focused on force feedback and workspace size as design considerations (which is a challenging trade-off for haptic devices [53]) as well as speed, interaction opportunities, price and safety. We initially considered mobile robots such as [29]. However, these interfaces are limited by a compromise between force-feedback, speed, and autonomy. More particularly, we decided to focus on enabling strong force feedback at a whole-body scale and allowing different body postures. We then deliberated upon a grounded solution, a 2D Cartesian ceiling-mounted robot, which can be integrated into a room-scale arena (4x4x2.5m; LxWxH). The advantages are speed, accuracy, force-feedback, while allowing to move potentially heavy physical objects without the embedded mass affecting its displacements.

Another important consideration was the number of degrees of freedom (DoF) of the robot (X − Y planar motion, Z elevation, W rotation around Z, 6DoF Robotic arm...). When dealing with robotic interfaces, a trade-off between price, complexity and interaction possibilities can be drawn. We realised that 2D planar motion carrying a modular structure already allows quite a large variety of scenarios while keeping a low technical complexity and cost. However, our chosen architecture can be extended with additional DoFs (for instance, by attaching a 6DoF Kuka robotic arm; see section Discussion).

In the following sections, we describe the main components of the final version of our system. We then evaluate CoVR in a technical evaluation validating its control through a user-intention based algorithm.

**Robotic system**

**Robot.** CoVR relies on a 2D Cartesian ceiling robot (Figure 2), actuated with DC Motors (Dunkermotoren 55x30, KPL43 gearbox, 1.81Nm torque for X-axis, Dunkermotoren 63x55, KPL57 gearbox, 9.75Nm torque for Y-axis) trough a pulley-belt mechanism (Figure 2). We chose a pulley-belt mechanism because it is simple to implement and can easily be scaled to larger VR arena. The robot moves a 15x15cm² carriage on which is attached a modular structure (see below).

The robot is controlled in speed with a Roboclaw 2x30A V5E motor controller and AEAT-601B-F06 encoders, mounted on a custom-designed 3D-printed support. The Roboclaw controller is connected to an Arduino MEGA 2560 microcontroller. It provides closed loop control with a PIV5 scheme. The total price of the robot (motors, rails and pulley-belt) is under 1500euros.

**Speed.** The speed of the robot depends on the distance to travel. For large distances (> 1 m), the speed is over 1.1 m/s.

![Figure 2. Top isometric view of CoVR setup: (A) Structure; (B) Skeleton, modular column-like structure to attach props and panels; (C) CoVR panel; (D) Carriage; (E) X-axis rail; (F) 1: X-Pulley-belt system and Motor; 1: Y-Pulley-belt system and Motor, 3 - Electronics (Arduino and RoboClaw); (G) Y'-direction rail.](image-url)
which is approximately a normal human walk speed. For small distances (< 80 cm), speed is about 0.5 m/s, which remains faster than current mobile solutions (e.g. [58, 30]).

Noise. At full speed, CoVR’s average noise is 55 dB average (max: 65 dB).

Weights and Forces Capabilities. The carriage can support a total weight of 800N vertically (= 80kg) and 1000N horizontally. The embedded mass the carriage can support is large enough to support a human lying on it or even to be pushed by it (Figure 1-A,B) without causing any damage to the structure. The system can also provide high traction force to pull the user (-C) or even transport her (-D).

Column
A column-like modular structure (Figure 3-A) is attached to the moving carriage. Different surfaces in arbitrary positions, shapes, orientations and sizes can be attached using a simple clamping mechanism. It is similar to stage designing in real theatres [49], where a limited number of decors can quickly be replaced. Another advantage is to easily support DIY: the stage designer can use cardboard or props with different mass, textures and shapes that users can freely manipulate at different heights of the column. The positions and shapes of the physical objects are then communicated to the VR designer in a calibration phase. In summary, the column has been designed to be flexible enough to support a wide range of interactions. Figure 3-B and -C show two examples of implemented columns. The section Interactions and Demo Applications detail interactions with these columns.

Figure 3. Column design. (A) Modular structure attached to the 2D ceiling robot to provide a wide variety of surfaces and props. (B) The 3-side column used in the user study with a chair (left), a cylinder attached to a spring virtually representing a broom (front), a large cardboard simulating a wall and piece of fabric representing a ghost (right). (C) A 4-side column implemented with a lever attached to the structure with an elastic (left), haptic code made in cardboard and glue (front), and a tray with a large and small cube (back) to insert into the locker (right).

Display and Tracking
We use the Oculus Rift S [2] HMD because it is not sensitive to occlusion problems and it allows interactions under or even in the column (Figure 8). We used Unity3D to create virtual scenes. It centralises the communication and synchronisation between different components though plugins (SteamVR, Arduino/Roboclaw). In particular, the SteamVR plugin asset [3] is used for the Oculus communication and the Uduino package [63] for fast prototyping between Arduino and Unity.

Safety
As users are invited to move around an active large-scale mechanical system, safety measures had to be established. These were planned on several levels, from the structure conception to the motions around the users during interactions.

Carriage: One risk is the fall of the carriage. The carriage can support both larger axial (800N) and radial (1000N) forces than those required for the envisioned scenarios. A security coefficient of 2.5 was introduced for elastic deformation calculations in the conception process.

Column motions: Hardware, software and electronic emergency stops are implemented. The carriage motion is restricted on both ends with spring-based mechanical stops. The software stops the motors when the column is within 2cm of these limits. The controller electronically shuts down when the motor’s current exceeds 5A. More importantly, the column immediately stops if the user is not tracked for more than 0.5s. Finally, the game master has a manual emergency stop button that turns the system off, keeping it electrically grounded to avoid potential shocks. Finally, given the power and speed of the robot, it is important to ensure the column will not accidentally physically collide with the user. We thus developed an algorithm to generate the robot trajectories.

Robot Motion Control
We present a model to control the robot displacements. While trajectories are easily generated by the Cartesian structure (XY displacements), the algorithm inputs for scenarios involving multiple objects of interest need to be defined and safety measures around the user need to be implemented. The main idea is to attach the robot to a virtual proxy (a ball with mass and gravity) with a spring-damper model. The ball’s displacements depend on (1) the user’s location to avoid collisions, (2) the user intentions and (3) the progress of the scenario to attract the ball towards the objects users are most likely to interact with next. A key contribution regarding our trajectory generation model is the elaboration of a low-computational user intention model working with common HMDs. We now detail our approach to generate trajectories.

Trajectory generation. Each virtual object of interest i within the scene gets a weight W_i which depends on its likeliness to be interacted with next. The virtual proxy (ball) and CoVR command position CoVR(x, y) is hence a weighted average of the positions of each object of interest:

\[ CoVR(x, y) = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N} W_i \times (x_i, y_i)}{\sum_{i=1}^{N} W_i} \]  

where N is the number of virtual objects of interest (VOI) in the scene, (x_i, y_i) the cartesian coordinates of the VOI i and W_i its weight, estimated given a user intention model (see below). A virtual spring between the proxy and the command position is then defined, and the according spring force is applied for the proxy to reach this position. We use Unity3D’s physics engine to automatically generate the proxy trajectories to reach a target. The target position is not necessarily the

6This feature made the W rotation partially redundant.

7The algorithms, models, scripts and user data are available on this repository: https://www.bouzbib.com/CoVR/
position of a virtual object. If the scene contains two objects of
same interests, CoVR will automatically place itself between
these two objects’ positions, hence the displacement when
one becomes the chosen object of interest is minimised and
CoVR is more likely to reach it prior to user interaction. As
the proxy is also attached to the CoVR, its resulting motion
takes naturally into account the robots speed limitations.

We defined the total weight \( W \) of a virtual object of interest
(VOI) with weights depending on the users’ intentions to in-
neract with them. The user and other forbidden zones are covered by
a rigid cone-like obstacle to be repulsive. (b) Whenever the user is about
to interact with a VOI, the proxy/CoVR move towards it, while naturally
avoiding obstacles (e.g the user).

We also created virtual obstacles to cover all forbidden areas
in the arena (user, external people, furniture). Indeed, we
designed a cone-like rigid shape that we attached to the user’s
position as shown in Figure 4. The size of the cone (diameter
\( \approx 90 \text{ cm} \)) was chosen to avoid collisions even if the users’ arms
are open. Thanks to the contact mechanics and gravity in Unity,
the proxy is naturally pushed and rolls away from the obstacle.
The obstacle’s curvature ensures a smooth deceleration of the
proxy when this latter is getting to close to it. The radius of the
obstacle decreases (20cm) when the user comes near a object
of interest (VOI). When \( W \) decreases with the same regards
\( D \), the user’s distance
\( \omega \) is equal to 1 whenever the user’s
orientation moves further away. On the same principle, \( D(d) \)
is equal to 1 whenever the user is close to a target, and
decreases with the same regards\(^8\).

\[ W_i(d, \theta) = \omega \times D(d) + (1 - \omega) \times O(\theta) \tag{2} \]
\[ W_i(d, \theta) = \omega \times \frac{1}{1 + d} + (1 - \omega) \times e^{(\cos(\theta)-1)} \tag{3} \]

where \( \omega \) is the contribution of the distance over the orientation.
\( D(d) \) and \( O(\theta) \)’s ranges are between 0 and 1, hence \( W_i \)’s range
is from 0 to 1 too. \( O(\theta) \) is equal to 1 whenever the user’s
HMD orientation is colliding with any surface point of the
VOI’s mesh, and is decreasing exponentially whenever the
user’s orientation moves further away. On the same principle, \( D(d) \)
is equal to 1 whenever the user is close to a target, and
decreases with the same regards\(^8\).

We also increase the stability of the column in the vicinity of the
VOI. When \( W_i > 0.8 \), \( W_i \) is rounded to 1, typically when an object is

\[ W_i = P_i \times W_i(d, \theta) \tag{4} \]

where \( P_i \) is the prior probability of the VOI \( i \) to be interacted
with from the progress of the given scenario. We will discuss
the use of these probabilities in the Discussion section of our
Technical Evaluation below.

TECHNICAL EVALUATION

The primary aim of this technical evaluation is to determine
the \( \omega \) parameter of the user intention model, i.e. the optimal
contribution of the distance over the orientation to estimate
which object of interest is more likely to be interacted with.
We are also interested in studying CoVR’s success rate as
a function of the number of objects of interest (distractors)
within the scene. Indeed, we anticipated that the performance
of the user intention model and the value of \( \omega \) depend on the
number of distractors within the scene. Finally, we want to
confirm that CoVR’s speed is sufficient enough to reach a
virtual object of interest even when the user does not have a
decision to make (number of VOI = 1).

We first perform a data collection over a panel of users to better
understand how intentions can be quantified as a function
of both distance and orientation. We then perform multiple
physical simulations to find the best \( \omega \) parameter that matches
users’ behaviors.

Data Collection

Participants and Apparatus. 6 participants (3 male, 1 left-
-handed) aged from 26 to 32 (average = 28; std = 2.0) vol-
unteered for this experiment. All participants were familiar
with VR and were asked to wear the Oculus Rift S. Users
also wore Optitrack markers on their dominant hand. The
Oculus headset was also equipped with Optitrack markers, for
an accurate tracking in space. The virtual scene was created
using Unity3D game engine.

Experimental Design

Task and Stimuli. We considered an exploratory task, such as
the ones users would perform in games, i.e. users take
their time, observe the decor, avoid virtual obstacles and face
their objects of interest whenever interacting. To replicate
these game features and to capture the corresponding users’
behaviors, we created an empty scene where virtual numbered
balls appear simultaneously at random locations with random
orientations (see Figure 5). Instructions are written on the
walls surrounding the users, and tell them to touch a given
numbered virtual target. Users are then asked to face the
targets whenever touching them.

at less than 20 degrees from the user’s HMD direction or when the
object is at a distance below 20cm from the user. It allows for CoVR
to stay at the closest VOI as long as the user remains in its vicinity.
Conditions. In this experiment, we control the number of distractors within the scene from 0 to 4 (number of balls is from 1 to 5). This allows us to understand the performance of CoVR over the number of available VOIs. The minimum distance between two targets is their diameter - 10cm (e.g., they cannot overlap) and they cannot appear at the user’s location. As long as the user does not touch the target ball, nothing changes in the scene. As soon as the target ball is interacted with, another condition starts.

Design. We used a within design. All participants tested all five conditions (0,1,2,3,4 distractors). The order of appearance of each condition was randomized within the blocks. Participants performed 10 blocks. The duration of the experiment was about 12 minutes per participant (std = 2.6). In summary, the experimental design is: 6 participants × 10 blocks × 5 conditions = 300 trials.

For each trial, we measure the users’ position and orientation at each frame, with a frame rate of 75 fps.

Parameter Fitting
We used the data collection to replicate the users’ displacements into a Simulation virtual scene. The robotic system physically moved accordingly with our “user intention model” (section above). Each simulation corresponded to a different $\omega$. We simulated all the data from the 6 participants (i.e., including the 5 conditions). We first performed a broad exploration of $\omega$ (step = 0.25) and then refined it to find the optimal one for each condition (number of distractors in the scene). We tested 13 parameters over 6 users, which resulted in more than 17 hours of simulation.

Our main measurement was the success rate of CoVR reaching a VOI before the user, i.e., when CoVR’s distance to the target was below its diameter (10cm) when the user was touching it.

Results
Success Rate. Figure 6 shows the success rate as a function of $\omega$ and the number of distractors. The success rate is approximately 100% (only 1/300 targets missed) when there is only one VOI in the scene, indicating that the system is at least as fast as the participant when the target position is known (i.e., the system does not rely on the users’ intention). The results also confirmed that the success rate decreases with the number of distractors. Figure 6 also shows that we obtain the best average success rate (80%) with $\omega = 0.175$ (CI=14%) regardless of the number of distractors. Success rate remains above 80% up to 2 distractors.

We also note that the success rate per user decreased with the time spent in the experiment (88% success for a 14mn experiment vs 74% for an 8mn experiment).

Target distance. We measured the average distance between the carriage and the target centres when the user was colliding with the virtual target. The average distance among all the trials is 1.8cm (95% CI = 0.33 cm) demonstrating the repeatability of our implementation.

Detection time. We also measured the time difference between the target’s weight reaching 1 and the user colliding with it. Results show that this detection time does not depend on the distractors, with a 7s average (std = 0.6s) and a 96% accuracy. We note that if the detection time is below 4s, it results in a failure of the overlaying, as CoVR struggles to get around the user (especially the obstacle) and place itself properly.

Table 1. Accuracy, measured by the distance between CoVR and the proxy, with $\omega = 0.175$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of distractors</th>
<th>Average (cm)</th>
<th>STD (cm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discussion
This evaluation tested CoVR in an uncontrolled environment, with random locations and orientations for each target and distractor and a user-intention based model. Despite this environment, our system had a high success rate (> 80%) with
three virtual objects of interest while preserving the user’s safety (no collision). Multiple directions can be envisioned to increase this success rate in non-deterministic scenarios.

Adding a scenario-based model. According to the Equation 4, we can add “prior probabilities” to the different VOIs, depending on the progress of the scenario. After selecting our optimal parameter $\omega = 0.175$, we ran the robotic simulation by adding to the actual target a 75% probability to be interacted with. The distractors were hence splitting the remaining 25% of interaction probability. The results are summarized in the Table 2 and confirm that adding a scenario-based model improves the prediction with a success rate higher than 93% even with four distractors.

### Table 2. Success Rate and Distance to Target with $\omega = 0.175$, and a 75% probability to be interacted with added on the target.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distractors</th>
<th>Average % (95% CI T-Distribution)</th>
<th>Average Distance to Target (STD Distance, in cm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 Distractor</td>
<td>98.3 (1.8)</td>
<td>0.4 (1.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Distractor</td>
<td>95.0 (2.4)</td>
<td>0.7 (1.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Distractors</td>
<td>93.3 (4.4)</td>
<td>0.6 (1.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Distractors</td>
<td>96.7 (3.5)</td>
<td>1.0 (1.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Distractors</td>
<td>93.3 (3.5)</td>
<td>1.2 (2.2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Assigning multiple VOI to the same Physical position. Thanks to its size and shape, CoVR can contain multiple objects on different panels and at different heights. We can take advantage of this feature to assign multiple virtual objects of interest to the same physical location, hence reducing the amount of CoVR displacements and the risk of spatial mismatches.

Adding visual effects. When a spatial mismatch is likely to occur, literature usually proposes to cater for it with visual effects [19] or dynamic redirection techniques [7, 50, 9]. These respectively distract the users and give spare time to the robot to reach the target location or dynamically correct the users and CoVR’s interaction positions.

INTERACTING WITH CoVR
The technical evaluation showed that CoVR is able to move at a sufficient speed to follow users at a natural walk speed.

When no interaction is required, CoVR remains out of reach and the users can wander in the whole arena. CoVR thus does not interfere with users’ natural behavior. Letting the users truly walk (instead of using a metaphor for locomotion) reinforces the immersion [64].

When interactions are required, a key aspect of CoVR is to allow interactions involving strong kinesthetic feedback at a body scale. We distinguish two main uses of CoVR: static use where users transmit forces when interacting with the column (e.g. exploration, manipulation) and dynamic use, where users are receiving forces enabled by CoVR’s displacements during the interaction (e.g. leading through forces, transport). We now detail these two uses of CoVR.

Static Use of CoVR
Hand exploration: Hands remain the primary body part for exploring the world and the most sensitive one. Users can probe objects directly with their bare-hands. As such, interactions are not limited to one finger: surfaces can be realistically touched and their texture fully felt with the whole hand. In particular, users can interact with the palm, which contributes to a sense of tangible presence, as it enables kinesthesia on top of tactile cues [47]. Moreover, the explored surface can be large and not limited to a specific orientation or shape. For instance, users can perform large hand movements to find a specific tactile pattern on a wall for instance (Figure 7-A).

Whole-body interactions: Users can apply strong forces with any part of their body: users can lean on a fixed wall (Figure 1 - B), push hard on it with their hands or shoulders (Figure 10) or even kick it. CoVR is rigid and robust enough to remain still during all of these interactions.

Static Use of CoVR
Manipulation: Manipulation of real objects and passive props improves interaction fidelity [51, 37]. CoVR enables different types of object manipulation:

- Free manipulation. CoVR can carry untethered objects which users can grab and freely manipulate. A large variety of samples (Figure 9-B) of any textures is possible, as long as dimensions and weights are compatible. Thanks to the CoVR’s grounding and high motor torques, it can carry large masses without compromising its speed or accuracy.
- Contact. Objects can also be manipulated to interact with each other. For instance, in Figure 9-C, the big cube does not physically fit in the locker. The user hence needs to find a smaller one.

Figure 7. (A) Tactile Exploration: The user tactiley explores large surfaces, for instance, to find a hidden code over a human-sized wall. (B) Directed Manipulation: The user pulls a lever which is attached to CoVR with an elastic, letting it a single degree of freedom, providing a mechanical manipulation of props.

Figure 8. Postures; The user (1) goes through an obstacle with constrains below and beneath her (2) or crouches.

Postures: CoVR also supports a variety of users’ postures with interactions at different heights such as crouching under a table, going through obstacles with physical props both below and above the users (Figure 8), sitting on a chair [74, 60] or climbing a stair to reach a high target (Figure 10).

Manipulation: Manipulation of real objects and passive props improves interaction fidelity [51, 37]. CoVR enables different types of object manipulation:

- Free manipulation. CoVR can carry untethered objects which users can grab and freely manipulate. A large variety of samples (Figure 9-B) of any textures is possible, as long as dimensions and weights are compatible. Thanks to the CoVR’s grounding and high motor torques, it can carry large masses without compromising its speed or accuracy.
- Contact. Objects can also be manipulated to interact with each other. For instance, in Figure 9-C, the big cube does not physically fit in the locker. The user hence needs to find a smaller one.
Directed manipulation. Users can interact with objects tethered to CoVR. Its structure allows for mechanical manipulation of objects and for users to actuate them. For instance, in Figure 7-B, the user actuates a lever mounted on the column, simulating a slot machine. By attaching objects on CoVR’s skeleton, mechanical manipulation with multiple numbers of degrees of freedom is possible.

A single physical object can overlay multiple virtual ones of similar primitives [32]. Instead of using visual effects such as [10], CoVR physically moves a single prop to overlay multiple virtual ones. For instance, one physical door can overlay three virtual ones (Figure 9-A). These mappings were previously seen in the literature [30, 29].

Figure 9. (A) Directed manipulation; User opens three virtual doors - but only a single physical one, cut through a panel cardboard. (B) Free manipulation; User finds a teddy bear. (C) Free manipulation and Contact; The user manipulates a cube which is too big to fit in the locker. She realizes she needs to find a smaller cube.

Dynamic Use of CoVR
In the previous section, CoVR was motionless during the interaction (static). The following interactions require the system to move in the user’s vicinity (dynamic).

Receiving Physical Contact: CoVR can physically touch the users and produce impact force feedback [66]. It is thus initiating the haptic interaction, instead of the user. As receiving an interaction might be surprising in VR, we recommend attaching props at a distance from CoVR’s main skeleton, to produce light impact forces. For instance, a fabric (60cm away from the main skeleton) can lightly brush the users to simulate the crossing of a ghost (Figure 12) through them. Users can also be touched by a virtual agent trying to catch their attention, providing a sense of physical presence [43, 34].

Leading through forces: Users can be led by CoVR through body-scaled tension and traction forces. For instance, in Figure 1-C, the user physically holds a cylinder attached by a spring to the column, virtually represented by a broom, which provides her with a large force-feedback and leads her the way in the virtual environment. She is pulled by the broom when CoVR moves. Another example is inspired from [17], involving a fishing pole where the line is attached to the column. The motion of the column creates the illusion of a fish biting.

Transport: Finally, CoVR mechanical properties open up a new range of interactions in VR. Indeed, CoVR can transport the users. For instance, it can move a chair with a sitting user to a different location (Figure 11) as CoVR can handle large embedded masses. We envision other scenarios transporting the user, such as Wind-surfing or Water-skiing [71].

DEMO APPLICATIONS
We created a two-scene demo application to demonstrate the interaction possibilities offered by CoVR. It relied on the 3-side column illustrated in Figure 3-B and involved 5 interactions, 7 virtual objects but only 5 props. In the following subsections, user interactions will be displayed in bold while the motions and CoVR’s interactions will be displayed in italics.

Escaping the Room
We created a first scene where the users need to escape a room.

Reaching for the Light
First, Bob is in a dark room where the only thing visible is a light bulb, at a 2.5m height, in a small cupboard. Bob hence climbs in the cupboard to touch the bulb, which then turns on the lights. In the physical world, he hence goes into CoVR, which remains still and touches the top of CoVR’s skeleton.

The Magic Wall
Bob then sees a carpet with the words "Start". Once he reaches it, three walls appear. A sign informs him he needs to push them. Bob chooses a wall, CoVR moves accordingly with the user’s intentions. User pushes on the wall. We note that none of the users touched the "ghost" by accident during the experiment. (B) The wall remains static, and changes color to encourage the user to maintain contact. (C) After 10 seconds of maintained contact, the Magic Wall moves, giving the user the impression of having pushed it himself.

The Magic Wall
Bob then sees a carpet with the words "Start". Once he reaches it, three walls appear. A sign informs him he needs to push them. Bob chooses a wall, but can change his mind and pick another one if he wants. He then has to maintain contact and keep pushing for 10 seconds. The walls’ color changes from green to red (accordingly with the timer), to indicate Bob he needs to keep pushing and that a maintained contact is needed. When the walls appear, CoVR hence uses the users’ intentions-based algorithm in order to place itself at the chosen wall. When Bob pushes a wall, CoVR remains static. Once the timer is finished, CoVR steps backwards, which gives Bob the impression of having pushed the wall himself.
Travelling in the Clouds
After pushing the walls, dust starts flying around Bob, who is then teleported in a forest.

The Magic Broom
The user now sees a magic broom. He holds it tightly, and is now pulled by CoVR, through the forest to the clouds. CoVR pulls the user with a strong force-feedback, as the broom is actually a cylinder attached to CoVR with a string and a spring (see Figure 1 - C).

Moving in the Clouds
Once the travel is over, a “Continue” panel appears. When Bob touches it, a chair appears. Bob then sits comfortably in the chair, and CoVR transports him through the clouds.

The Ghosts
The user, in the clouds, is now surrounded by ghosts. He then sees a halo, in which he decides to go into. When he reaches it, he then sees a huge ghost about to go through him. Bob remains still while CoVR initiates the interaction by brushing his head with a piece of fabric.

USER STUDY
The goal of this study is three-fold: (1) validating the implementation of CoVR, (2) investigating how users experience (i.e. apply and receive) strong forces and (3) collect feedback on the interactions of the demo application.

Participants. 8 participants (4 male) aged from 22 to 30 (std = 2.8) volunteered to test the demo application. 4 of the participants were familiar with VR technologies, 2 had only tried VR once and the remaining 2 had never experienced VR.

Procedure. Participants were informed they were going to interact with physical props and were asked not to rush within the scene. They were asked to wear an Oculus Rift S HMD as well as Optitrack markers on their dominant hand. They all were introduced to CoVR and saw it moving beforehand. A game master was present during all the experiments, to ensure the participants’ safety and activate some of the interactions. After the experiment, participants filled a Likert-scale questionnaire about their enjoyment on each demo interaction and then participated in a semi-structured interview. They gave approximately 20 minutes of their time.

Results
Quantitative results.
Participants ranked their global enjoyment with a 6.0/7 grade (std = 0.5).

Favourite interactions. Users were asked to choose their two favourite interactions in terms of enjoyment, among the five that were provided. 62.5% of the participants said their favourite interaction was the transport, while the remaining 37.5% preferred the magic broom (being pulled). The second favourite interactions were evenly split between pushing walls, the magic broom, transport and being gone through by ghosts.

Force-feedback.
All of the participants ranked the force they applied (wall) or applied to them (broom) compared to their maximum force on a 7-point Likert scale (1 = pretty soft, 7 = very hard). The forces they applied to the walls was ranked with an average of 5.5 (std = 0.75, min = 5/7, max = 7/7) while the force applied to them with the magic broom was ranked with an average of 6.1 (std=0.64). In particular, 87.5% of the participants (7/8) ranked the force applied to them with travelling with the magic broom between 6 and 7/7 (the last participant attributed a 5/7 grade).

Spatial Mismatches.
None of the participants experienced spatial mismatches, even with the non-deterministic scenario involving multiple doors.

Apprehension.
The participants ranked their fear of being around a moving platform with a Likert scale (1 = not scary at all; 7 = frightening). The average fear was 3.6/7 (std = 1.5). P2 (expert VR user) told us that he would have liked to have noise cancelling ear-puffs and ranked his scare with a 6/7 grade, as...
the noise was keeping him from being fully immersed. All of the non-expert users ranked their scare with a 2 or 3/7 grade and dove into the VR environment without apprehension.

Qualitative results.
Whole-body Interactions. In our semi-structured interview, we discussed the users’ game preferences. All of the participants told us that they prefer whole-body interactions in exploration games, where performances do no matter. They all informed us they enjoyed our game and the interactions it provided, and were mostly surprised to be pulled by the broom or transported.

Force-feedback. They were especially surprised by the force provided by the broom, as it was the first dynamic interaction they were experiencing. P5 said that she was afraid of heights in the virtual scene, so when the broom started pulling her, she felt quite stressed out. P4 told us she enjoyed the use of passive props and direct manipulation [14].

Future Interactions Opportunities. We asked participants to give us feedback on interactions they would like to experience in VR with CoVR. Two external expert users told us that they would enjoy climbing on a wall. P4 mentioned virtual escape game, where she could truly benefit from passive haptics, manipulate objects and feel force-feedback. P2 and P6 suggested war games, where they could lean on the walls to get some rest, or hide from enemies. P7 added he would enjoy having more modalities involved, for instance he would appreciate having a sensation of wind when climbing (on a stair or else) to increase his immersion.

Discussion
We now summarize and discuss our main findings.

CoVR implementation. The experiment confirmed the robustness of CoVR as it did not show any failure during the experiences: Our robotic system applied or received strong forces by the participants without damage. Moreover none of the participants experienced collision or spatial mismatches while they were freely walking in the entire room-scale arena thanks to our trajectory generation algorithm and more particularly our user-intention model.

Experiencing strong forces. The experiment also revealed the benefits of robotic interfaces and more specifically robotic shape displays providing strong forces. Indeed, participants spontaneously applied 5.5/7 of their maximum forces when pushing on the walls. One participant reported having applied “very hard” forces (7/7). Moreover, participants perceived the strong (6.1/7) tension forces when interacting with the broom and enjoyed them (second favourite interaction, and an average of 6/7). Seven participants reported having received “very strong” forces (>6/7).

Transporting the user. The favourite interaction was "transport" (6.6/7) where a user was sitting on a chair moving in the VR arena. This interaction requires both a large arena and a robotic system able to displace heavy embedded masses, which are unique features of CoVR.

In summary, this experiment revealed that whole-body interactions involving strong forces (applying forces, receiving forces or embedding heavy masses) are a promising direction for future Robotic Shape Displays.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We presented CoVR a novel Robotic Shape Display for room-scale VR arena providing whole-body interactions and strong force feedback. We also proposed a low-computational user intention model compatible with common HMDs to support non-deterministic scenarios. The technical evaluation and the user study demonstrated the feasibility of the approach, its usability and the relevance of interactions involving strong forces. While CoVR addresses several interactions and technical challenges, we see several directions for future work.

Adding multiple columns. A main limitation of our current setup is the use of a single column in the VR arena. One approach consists of mounting additional 2D Cartesian robots on the sides of the VR arena to control horizontal columns. Another one is to add a second ceiling robot (the robots can share the rails). These two approaches limit the work-area of the additional columns but appropriate control strategies can optimize trajectories and augment interaction possibilities, especially with multiple users (see below).

Combining multiple RSDs. Our approach is compatible with previous Robotic Shape Display solutions. For instance, we envision a VR arena combining CoVR with a swarm of mobile robots such as [58, 30, 66]. These ones can collect objects on the ground and bring them back to CoVR. Our CoVR’s trajectory generation algorithm remains valid in such configurations. More DoFs could also be integrated to CoVR by coupling it with a Kuka robotic arm or a Snake Charmer [7] interface.

Augmenting I/O capabilities. We will investigate how additional capabilities can improve user experience. For instance, it would be interesting to augment a column with sensors (e.g. touch input, force sensors, proximity sensors, etc.). Adding a depth camera could enable the detection of untracked moving bodies, such as an unexpected pet in the VR arena. Haptic stimuli can be expanded to vibrations, sliding, textures, temperatures, or to shape changing illusions. For instance, heat-lamps or wind-blowers could also be integrated [54].

Collaboration. Finally, our system is currently designed for a single user interaction. We plan to investigate remote-presence interaction: a second identical structure can for instance be assembled in another room. Users in each room can interact with different VOIs, share mutual physical contact or collaboratively manipulate objects [13, 30]. We also plan to investigate which scenarios (e.g. a master and a slave) and which interactions would support collaborative interaction in a single arena. Our software implementation can already support several users in the same arena - each user being considered as an obstacle, but collaborative interactions raise multiple challenges [28].
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